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Dragons vs Ashburton 13th July 2014  

Let’s get back to winning games! 
 

OVERALL SUMMARY  

A bright sunny afternoon, good looking pitch with some wet patches around the boundary and the 

north end pockets. A small ground with narrow wings.  

Captain: Ewan Baulch (50th game). A skinny bench with 19 players in total, so plenty of opportunities 

for all players to make their mark on the game.  

The key message was to play at greater than 95% intensity and effort.  

1ST  QUARTER SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS (kicking to the north end) 

Started strongly with Tom V winning the 1st ballup and delivering to Otis SB. The ball stayed in the 

Dragon forward line for nearly all of the qtr with any attempt by Ashburton to score being repulsed 

by a strong half back line (Kal, Ewan and Ty). Ewan replaced by Otis after injury to right hand, Otis 

superb at mopping and racing the ball upfield. Up front Julian was using his pace to good effect, 

Henry was in and under, and in the middle Rom and Bryce were cleaning up. No prizes on the 

scoreboard however with Brunswick going to the huddle with a 1 point lead.  

2ND QUARTER SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS 

Ashy came out strongly and put huge pressure on the Dragon defence. Full back line having plenty of 

work to do, with Josh marshalling the back 6 well. Bryce still running hard and bringing the ball 

forward. Dragon tackling a highlight, all team contributing to the 1%ers. Slight wind advantage for 

Ashburton this qtr, and they know how to play this ground. The Dragons are going to have to learn 

quickly.  

3RD QUARTER SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS 

George K moved to ruck, Owen D to midfield with the ball straight to CHF eerily like Q1. Backline and 

midfield working like Trojans to bring the ball up to the forwards, with good passages from Luke G, 

Owen D and Sam O. All the hard work finally paying off with an Otis duck and weave to finally slot 

one through. A sigh of relief and the players now know they can do it. Renewed vigour from the 

team leads to Julian O getting a chance (missed) and then a goal after the siren. At the other end of 

the ground Tom V makes a great save whilst resting from the ruck at full back. The team goes in at ¾ 

time with a lead and some confidence.  

4TH QUARTER SUMMARY HIGH LIGHTS 
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Coaches reiterate the message from start of game, focus on the hard things and the score will 

follow.  

Q4 starts with a dragon push, led by Owen in the middle. George K continuing on his hard running 

and defending by pushing up the ground to score his 1st major for the afternoon, then followed up 

with a beautiful pass to Matthew Menotti in the square for another goal to the dragons. Great 

teamwork to find a better option. Owen working hard with James and Ty to keep the ball in the 

forward line. George down with a twisted ankle does not stop the dragons and they runout the 

game with a sequences of passes from Owen to Luke to Declan Maloney whose shot on goal was 

touched.  

Quarter by Quarter Results: 
A win to the dragons! 

1st Quarter: Ashburton 0:0:0 to Brunswick 0:1:1 

2nd Quarter: Ashburton 1:0:6 to Brunswick 1:2:8 

3rd Quarter: Ashburton 2:0:12 to Brunswick 3:3:21 

4th Quarter: Ashburton 3:1:19 to Brunswick 5:4:34 

Overall Game Summary Comments  
BOG for the dragons as selected by Ashburton: Owen Dowsey for his hard work and results in the 

midfield. Well done.  

Kal, Luke, James and Ty had great games with their tackling and desire to win the ball and pass to 

teammates. Tom Vaughan’s ruck work continues to improve. George, Rom and Otis tireless in their 

endeavour to keep the ball out of the backline, Ewan solid across half back, Bryce’s running 

sensational, Henry’s in and under brilliant.  

All team did the hard work with the tackling and running and helping out team mates, as seen on the 

coaches board after the game.  A great result and return to the winners list. 

Ashburton B awarded the Best on Ground medal to Owen Dowsey (39)! 
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